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Abstract—In ultra-dense small cell networks, spatial multi-
plexing gain is a challenge because of the different propagation
conditions. The channels associated with different transmit-
receive pairs can be highly correlated due to the i) high
probability of line-of-sight (LOS) communication between user
equipment (UE) and base station (BS), and ii) insufficient spacing
between antenna elements at both UE and BS. In this paper,
we propose a novel transmission technique titled Diversity Pulse
Shaped Transmission (DPST) to enhance the throughput over the
correlated MIMO channels in an ultra-dense small cell network.
The fundamental of DPST is to shape transmit signals at adjacent
antennas with distinct interpolating filters, introducing pulse
shaping diversity. In DPST, each antenna transmits its own data
stream with a relative deterministic time offset-which must be
a fraction of the symbol period-with respect to the adjacent
antenna. The delay is interpolated with the pulse shaped signal
generating a virtual MIMO channel that benefits from increased
diversity from the receiver perspective. To extract the diversity,
the receiver must operate in an over-sampled domain and hence
a fractionally spaced equaliser (FSE) is proposed. The joint
impact of DPST and FSE helps the receiver to sense a less
correlated channel, eventually enhancing the UE’s throughput.
Moreover, in order to minimise the spatial correlation, we
aim to optimise the deterministic fractional delay. Simulation
results show that applying DPST to a correlated channel can
approximately enhance the UE throughput by 1.93x and 3.76x
in 2× 2 and 4× 4 MIMO systems, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to provide the 100× network capacity increase
and meet the traffic demands forecasted for 2020, network
densification is envisioned as the most promising technology,
since it has the potential to increase the network capacity
proportionally with the number of deployed cells [1]. An Ultra-
dense small cell network features dense orthogonal deploy-
ment of small cell base stations (BSs) with the macrocell
tier, and aims to boost the coverage and capacity of cellular
networks through extensive spatial reuse of the spectrum [2].
According to [3], an ultra-dense small cell network is defined
as a cellular network with traffic volume per area greater than
700 Gbps/km2 or user equipment (UE) density greater than
0.2 UEs/m2, implying that UE density is smaller than the
BS density. Ultra-dense small cell networks aim to provide
more capacity through offloading from macrocells in public
places with a large number of UEs such as airports and
shopping malls as well as indoor environments, where there is
a degradation in link margin and throughput due to absorption
loss by walls [4].
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology also has
the potential to increase the network capacity proportional
to the minimum number of transmit/receive antennas [5].
One flavour of MIMO technology is spatial multiplexing,
which subject to availability of distinct propagation paths for
each transmit/receive pair allows simultaneous transmission
of independent data streams from different transmit antennas,
eventually enhancing the network capacity by the minimum
number of transmit/receive antennas [6]. However, it is not
clear whether both ultra-dense small cell networks and MIMO
technologies can be exploited simultaneously. Indeed, applying
spatial multiplexing gain to ultra-dense small cell networks is
challenging due to the different propagation conditions when
compared to macrocell networks. For instance, in macrocell
networks, spatial multiplexing gain typically improves when
the MIMO channel benefits from sufficient environment scat-
tering enabling different channel pairs to be uncorrelated.
In contrast, in ultra-dense small cell networks, spatial mul-
tiplexing gains may be limited due to channel pairs being
correlated. Two phenomena contribute to this channel spatial
correlation. Firstly, due to proximity of both UE and BS, there
is a high probability of line-of-sight (LOS) communication
(the channel can even be prone to only LOS communication
as the inter-site-distance (ISD) is decreased). Secondly, the
antennas at both UE and BS may be placed very closely to
each other (∼ half wavelength). This spatial correlation causes
the communication channel to be ill-conditioned, which lowers
the number of independent parallel data streams that can be
simultaneously multiplexed and decoded. As a result, MIMO
throughput gains are significantly degraded when compared to
macrocell networks, and thus we may be trading spatial reuse
for spatial multiplexing when densifying the network.
Central Idea: In order to compensate for the reduction in
spatial multiplexing gain and enhance the UE’s throughput
over correlated MIMO channels in an ultra-dense small cell
network, novel transmission schemes have to be investigated.
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2In this regard, we propose diversity pulse shaped transmission
(DPST) as a novel transmission technique, which exploits
distinct pulse shapes to modulate data streams of adjacent
antennas [7].
DPST is based on the principle that the signals corre-
sponding to adjacent antenna elements should be shaped with
distinct band limited pulse shaping filters to enhance diversity.
The filters are here characterised by deterministic delays,
meaning that the pulse shaped signal at one antenna is delayed
by a deterministic time amount with respect to its adjacent
one. This leads to inter-symbol interference (ISI) in the time
domain, which in turn generates diversity among different
channel pairs.
It is important to note that the deterministic delay must
be a fraction of the symbol period in order to allow the
UE receiver to resolve the multiple delayed replicas of the
transmitted data stream within the symbol period (in contrast
to overlapping replicas in correlated scenarios), and hence
distinguish between the transmissions of different transmit
antennas.
For simplicity, we consider a 2 × 2 MIMO setup. In this
case, the receive antennas would observe transmit antenna 1
to transmit its data stream with symbol period Ts as well as
transmit antenna 2 to transmit its data stream with delay τ with
respect to antenna 1, while being sampled at Ts where 0 <
τ < Ts. This implies that in a LOS scenario and assuming that
the receiver is synchronised to Ts (ignoring the bulk delays),
the receive antennas would observe a direct path from transmit
antenna 1 with data stream 1 as well as a delayed path from
transmit antenna 2 with data stream 2, with the latter being
corrupted by ISI where the generated ISI helps to diversify
the different channel pairs. Note that while we restrict our
modelling to a 2 × 2 MIMO case, DPST can be applied to
arbitrary sized antenna arrays.
In order to compensate for the increased ISI in one of the
streams, we propose to use a fractionally spaced equaliser
(FSE) at the UE, which operates on the precoded data streams
and wireless channel output and eventually improves the UE’s
throughput in ultra-dense small cell networks [8]. In order to
ensure a reasonable estimate of multi-path signals, minimum
mean squared error (MMSE) is used to design the equaliser.
Contributions: In this paper, we present DPST, whose com-
bined arrangement based on pulse shaping diversity and de-
terministic delay as well as oversampled receiver through FSE
improves the overall dimensionality of the transmitted multi-
antenna data streams viewed by the receiver. Consequently,
DPST is able to compensate for the loss of spatial multiplexing
gain in ulta-dense small cell networks and enhances the data
rates by almost the minimum number of transmit/receive
antennas. We further discuss the optimisation of the deter-
ministic fractional delay that minimizes the correlation among
channel pairs. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of
DPST in a single tier hexagonal small cell layout, considering
downlink communications. In more detail, we quantify the
degradation of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
and UE throughput due to spatial correlation in 2 × 2 and
4× 4 MIMO systems at different ISDs, i.e., 20 m, 50 m and
100 m, and then show that the proposed DPST arrangement
will lead to significant gains, e.g., for an ISD of 50 m, DPST
provides a 50%-tile SINR improvement of 10.5 dB and 12 dB
in 2× 2 and 4× 4 MIMO systems, respectively, and enhance
the UE throughput by approximately 2x and 4x in 2× 2 and
4×4 MIMO systems, respectively. We also show that optimum
fractional delay that is derived through optimization leads to
1.86x gain in UE throughput with respect to non-optimum
delay for an ISD of 50 m.
The rest of this paper is as follows. Section II provides a
channel correlation model for ultra-dense small cell networks.
Section III details the proposed DPST, the fractionally spaced
receiver and the precoder designs to estimate the transmitted
signals. Moreover, it also discusses the cyclic delay diversity
(CDD) transmission technique and explains how it differs from
DPST to clarify any misunderstandings. Section IV introduces
the optimisation algorithm to derive the optimised delay in
order to achieve the least degree of correlation among channel
pairs. Section V presents a performance evaluation/comparison
of DPST with existing MIMO systems. Section VI draws the
conclusions.
The following notations are used throughout this paper. Bold
and lowercase letters denote vectors, whereas bold and capital
letters denote matrices. The notations ()−1, ()H , ()∗ and ()T
denote the inverse, Hermitian, conjugate and transpose of a
vector or matrix, respectively. The notation ∗ also represents
the convolution operation. Table I also lists the notions that
are used throughput this paper.
II. CHANNEL CORRELATION MODEL IN ULTRA-DENSE
SMALL CELL NETWORKS
The performance of a MIMO systems is highly dependent
on different channel pairs being spatially uncorrelated. In
correlated channel scenarios, different transmit-receive an-
tenna pairs will undergo similar channel conditions, and as
a result the multi-path components corresponding to different
pairs may not be resolvable by the UE [9]. Thus, correlated
channels have reduced degrees of freedom, leading to reduced
throughputs as detailed in [10] [11].
The Rician multi-path fading model is used in order to
capture the impact of LOS communication in ultra-dense small
cell networks. We do not consider the channel variations due
to UE mobility, since ultra-dense small cell networks are
designated to provide coverage to static UEs.
The Rician MIMO channel with Nt transmit antennas and
Nr receive antennas can be represented using an Nr × Nt
matrix H as
H =
√
K
K + 1
HiLOS +
√
1
K + 1
HsNLOS, (1)
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Fig. 1: DPST block diagram. The fractional delay τ is introduced to ensure that the effective channel between
transmit-receive pairs is well-conditioned.
TABLE I: Summary of Notation
Notation Description
Ts Symbol period
τ Fractional delay
Nt Number of transmit antennas
Nr Number of receive antennas
K Rician K factor
s Transmitted signal matrix
x Received signal matrix
xos Oversampled signal matrix at receiver
H Correlated MIMO channel
HLOSs Unit LOS MIMO channel
HNLOSs Correlated NLOS MIMO channel
Hos Composite MIMO channel
HR Downsized MIMO channel
HN Normalized MIMO channel
Heq Precoded MIMO channel
λ Channel singular value
hi,j Channel from jth transmit antenna to ith receive antenna
ai,j Amplitude gain of hi,j
d Distance between UE and BS
RT Transmit correlation matrix
RR Receive correlation matrix
Hw Spatially white MIMO channel
K MIMO channel condition number
M Length of input signal
R Transmit oversampling ratio
P Receive oversampling ratio
I Interpolation matrix
ITx Transmit Interpolation matrix
IRx Receiver Interpolation matrix
W Precoding matrix
ρ Power scaling ratio
ζ SINR at each receiver branch
σ20 Noise power
FMMSE MMSE equalizer
where K is the Rician K factor, and HiLOS and HsNLOS are
the unit LOS MIMO channel matrix and the correlated non-
LOS (NLOS) MIMO channel matrix, respectively. In [12], the
authors present a distance dependant Rician K factor based on
the probability of LOS in micro urban environments, which
offers a transition from Rician to Rayleigh fading as UEs
locate further away from the BSs and the LOS component
gradually decades. Worth noting that as the ISD reduces, the
LOS component becomes more dominant, which leads to a
larger correlation among the different transmit-receive channel
pairs. The distance dependant Rician K factor is given as
K =
{
32 if d < 18m
140.10× exp(−0.107× d) otherwise, (2)
where d denotes the distance between the UE and BS. More
detailed discussion on derivation of the Rician K factor value
is available in [12]. To model the correlated NLOS channel
matrix, the Kronecker model is used, which captures the cor-
relation among the channel pairs due to the spacing between
antenna elements [13] at both UE and BS. We derive RR
and RT as the Nr × Nt correlation matrices at the receiver
and transmitter sides, respectively. A detailed discussion on
derivation of correlation coefficient between any two channel
pairs as a function of the spacing between antenna elements
is presented in the Appendix.
The correlated NLOS MIMO channel HsNLOS can therefore
be expressed as
HsNLOS = RR
1
2 HwRT
1
2 , (3)
where Hw is the Nr × Nt spatially white MIMO channel.
Plugging (3) into (1), the correlated Rician MIMO channel is
derived as
H =
√
K
K + 1
HiLOS +
√
1
K + 1
R
1
2
RHwR
1
2
T (4)
Note that the dependency of spatial correlation on UE-
BS distance as well as antenna spacing is attributed to the
Rician K factor and the Kronecker product of transmit/receive
correlation matrices, respectively. Applying singular value
decomposition (SVD), the Nr×Nt channel H can be written as
H = UΣVH where U and V are Nr×Nr and Nt×Nt unitary
matrices, respectively and Σ is a Nr ×Nt diagonal matrix as
shown in (5). The diagonal entries λl (l = 1, 2, · · · , L) where
L = min(Nr, Nt) denote the singular values of the channel
4H in the descending order.
Σ =

λ1 0 · · · 0
0 λ2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · λL
 (5)
The condition number (K) of the channel is defined as the
ratio of the maximum to minimum singular values K = λ1λL ,
and is referred to as a metric to denote the quality of the
independent streams of the wireless channel [14]. K ≈ 1
implies no correlation between channel pairs, and as long as
K is less than 10, the channel is regarded as well-conditioned,
and can be leveraged to extract the unitary vectors of the
channel for precoding and spatial multiplexing purposes.
For simplicity - in an Nr = 2 and Nt = 2 setup, the
singular values corresponding to each transmit antenna can
be approximated as
λ1 ≈ − |h1,1 h2,2 − h1,2 h2,1|
2
a1,12 + a1,22 + a2,12 + a2,22
+ a1,1
2 + a1,2
2
+ a2,1
2 + a2,2
2
λ2 ≈ |h1,1h2,2 − h1,2h2,1|
2
a1,12 + a1,22 + a2,12 + a2,22
(6)
where ai,j denotes the amplitude gain of hi,j , which refers
to channel from the jth transmit antenna to the ith receive
antenna [15]. The 2× 2 wireless channel can be decomposed
into its L = 2 singular channels, and if both λ1 and λ2 are
sufficiently large, the corresponding parallel channels can be
exploited to convey the specific data streams and the capacity
C can be computed as the sum of the corresponding singular
channels’ capacities as follows
C = log2 [det (IL +
ζ
σ20
HHH)] =
L∑
l=1
log2 (1 +
ζλl
L
), (7)
where ζ is the SINR at each receiver branch and σ20 is the
receiver noise power [15].
However, in the correlated 2× 2 MIMO channel deployed
in an ultra-dense small cell network, λ2 will be minimum,
implying that the number of streams that can be simul-
taneously transmitted and the achievable rates are limited.
This elaborates the performance degradation of MIMO spatial
multiplexing in ultra-dense small cell networks in comparison
to non ultra-dense small cell networks. In next section, we
propose a new transmission technique to tackle this issue.
III. DELAYED PULSE SHAPING TRANSMISSION
In the 2 × 2 MIMO system, DPST works by shaping the
data stream of the second transmit antenna with respect to first
transmit antenna such that in downlink communications the
multi-path components corresponding to the second transmit
antenna arrive at the UE at a later time instant than those
corresponding to the first transmit antenna, aiming to enhance
the diversity among the fractionally delayed multi-path com-
ponents of the closely placed transmit antennas. Fig. 1 shows
the block diagram of DPST in a 2× 2 setup.
The impact of the deterministic fractional delay on enhanc-
ing the diversity of the channel by means of ISI generation
is similar to the outcome of faster than Nyquist (FTN)
signalling [16] [17] [18]. In FTN communications, a non-
orthogonal sampling kernel is used to allow for signalling
above the Nyquist limit, and hence data streams are transmitted
at a rate above the Nyquist symbol period [17] [18], eventually
improving the communication rates at the cost of a more
complicated receiver design to combat the introduced ISI
through oversampling. In the traditional cases, by using an
orthogonal sampling kernel, it means that there is only a single
non-zero component of the transmitted signal. However, in
FTN this property is traded for increased rates.
The additional fractional delay that is applied to the trans-
mission of the second antenna in DPST also generates deter-
ministic ISI in the system [19], which suggests the analogy
between DPST and FTN in terms of generation of controlled
ISI. Fig. 2 intuitively shows the implication of DPST. In
Fig. 2a, the signals are sampled at integral multiples of symbol
period with an orthogonal sampling kernel, while in Fig. 2b,
signals are sampled at non-integral multiples of symbol period.
In the latter case and in contrast with the former, at each
sampling instant, there are multiple non-zero samples viewed
by the sampling kernel, which shows how at each sampling
point the pulses interfere. As a result of the generated ISI
in the system, the sampled channel impulse response h[nTs]
will no longer follow the Nyquist zero ISI criterion presented
in (8) with n being an integer. The generated ISI is then
exploited to increase the diversity of the wireless channel
seen between the transmit and receive antennas pairs, implying
reduced correlation among different channel pairs as viewed
by the receiver.
h[nTs] =
{
1 n = 0
0 n 6= 0 (8)
A. MIMO Link Model with Pulse Shaping
The deterministic transmission delay τ must be a fraction
of the transmitted signal period Ts, i.e., 0 < τ < Ts, where
Ts is normalised to be 1.
The received signal can be expressed as[
x1(t)
x2(t)
]
=
[
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)
]
∗
[
s1(t)
s2(t+ τ)
]
x(t) = H(t) ∗ s(t)
where H(t) is the continuous time version of the 2 × 2
correlated MIMO channel, s1(t) and s2(t) are the signals
transmitted by first and second transmit antennas, respectively,
5while x1(t) and x2(t) are the signals received by first and
second receive antennas, respectively. In order to implement
the fractional delay τ , the transmit data streams are oversam-
pled/interpolated as shown in the following
[
x1(t)
x2(t)
]
=
[
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)
]
∗
([I(0)s1(t) 0
0 I(τ)s2(t)
])
(9)
where I(0) and I(τ) are N×M interpolation matrices that are
applied to the first and second transmit antennas, respectively.
ITx refers to the 2N×2M interpolation matrix encompassing
the interpolation matrices at both transmit antennas where M
denotes the length of input signal with period Ts, R is the
oversampling ratio at the transmitter and N = MR [20].
The modelling of oversampled analogue signals fol-
lows [20], and the elements of N ×M interpolation matrix
are obtained as
Inm = sinc
(
n(TsN ) + τ −m(TsM )
Ts
M
) {
m = 1, 2, ...,M
n = 1, 2, ..., N
(10)
It is evident that the interpolation matrix corresponding
to transmit antenna 1 has no time offset, while the one
corresponding to transmit antenna 2 is offset by time τ to
account for delayed pulse shaping.
The delay τ plays a key role in DPST performance. When
the delay τ = 0, the expression presented in (9) collapses
into the initial ill-conditioned wireless channel H. Alterna-
tively, for integral multiples of τ = kTs (k = 1, 2, ...),
integral DPST provides a cyclic shift of transmitted data
streams at the receiver. For fractionally delayed values of
τ 6= kTs (k = 1, 2, ...), the matrix I(τ) becomes a block
diagonal matrix operating on the streams of the input sequence
{s2[1], s2[2], · · · s2[k]} which correspond to the second trans-
mit antenna. As a result, the signals corresponding to adjacent
antenna elements are shaped with distinct pulse shaping filters.
Note that this will introduce ISI in time domain, which
increases the order of the composite channel Hrmos between
the transmit and receive streams, as shown in Fig. 1. Also
note that the fractional delay specifies that the columns of
the interpolation matrix (Iτ) are not orthogonal any more,
which leads to different non-zero pulses at sampling points.
Therefore, linear combinations of delayed s2(t) will lead to
ISI. It is worth noting that the transmitted signals by transmit
antenna 1 and transmit antenna 2 are not matched any more,
and thus the corresponding signal degradation is taken into
account. Moreover, in case of sinc pulse shaping, even a very
small fractional delay introduces ISI terms, which is exploited
to enhance the diversity among different channel pairs.
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Fig. 2: Integral and non-integral sampling effect on DPST.
B. Receiver Design Considerations - Fractionally Spaced
Equalisation
The sinc interpolation shown in (9) can be interchanged
and alternatively represented as
[
x1(t)
x2(t)
]
=
([
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)
]
∗
[I(0) 0
0 I(τ)
])[
s1(t)
s2(t)
]
Assuming that ultra-dense small cell networks are
interference-limited, the noise term is ignored and so the
received signal at receive antennas 1 and 2 can be rewritten
as[
x1(t)
x2(t)
]
=
[ I(0) ∗ h1,1(t) I(τ) ∗ h1,2(t)
I(0) ∗ h2,1(t) I(τ) ∗ h2,2(t)
] [
s1(t)
s2(t)
]
At the receiver side, to comply with DPST requirement,
the receiver must operate at a rate significantly greater than
the symbol period. This is in order to be consistent with the
interpolation stage at the transmitter as well as to mitigate
the ISI. For this purpose, fractionally spaced equaliser (FSE)
is used, which is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter and
the spacing between its taps is a fraction of symbol period.
FSE is implemented by sampling the received signals P times
(typically P ≥ 2) within the time interval t ∈ (kTs, [k + 1]Ts]
where t = (k + 1P )Ts and is stacked as a P × 1 vector, i.e.,
 x1(t = kTs)...
x1(t = (k +
P−1
P )Ts)
 = IR [I(0) ∗ h1,1(t)I(τ) ∗ h1,2(t)
]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1,os[k]
[
s1(t)
s2(t)
]
x1,os[k] = H1,os[k] s[k]
6 x2(t = kTs)...
x2(t = (k +
P−1
P )Ts)
 = IR [I(0) ∗ h2,1(t)I(τ) ∗ h2,2(t)
]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H2,os[k]
[
s1(t)
s2(t)
]
x2,os[k] = H2,os[k] s[k]
where s[k] = s(t = kTs) and x1,os and x2,os are the
interpolated signals at the first and second receive antennas,
respectively, and represent P × 1 vectors. IR is also the
(N × P )×N oversampling matrix at each receive antenna.
Ipn = sinc
(
p( TsP×N )− n(TsN )
Ts
N
) {
n = 1, 2, ..., N
p = 1, 2, ..., P ×N
(11)
Note that for consistency with the interpolated pulse shaping
at transmitter, sinc interpolation as shown in (11) is also
exploited at the receiver. From a receiver perspective, the
signals from the two transmit antennas are observed at kTs
and kTs + τ (k = 1, 2, ...), respectively. It is important to
realise that the triggered diversity can be only extracted by the
receiver if it is operating in an oversampled domain. Moreover,
exploiting an oversampled receiver allows the UE to suppress
the ISI using an equalizer.
Stacking the P × 1 vectors x1,os[k] and x2,os[k] from both
receive antennas, we obtain
xos[k] =
[
x1,os[k]
x2,os[k]
]
=
[
H1,os
H2,os
]
∗s[k] = Hos ∗s[k] (12)
It can be understood from (12) that due to fractionally
delayed interpolated pulse shaping, the diversity of the channel
is enhanced because the columns of H1,os and H2,os are
independent of each other. This indicates that the rank of the
composite channel Hos is greater than 1. It is also noticed
that the composite channel matrix Hos is a tall matrix, which
becomes a full rank column matrix subject to the sufficient
pulse shaping diversity. Moreover, it has to be indicated that
while SINR at a given sampling instant can be degraded due
to pulses interfering with each other, the overall SINR after
receiver equalisation can still be large enough by exploiting
the pulse diversity to allow decoding.
From the receiver point of view, the combined effect of
DPST and FSE enhances the degrees of freedom and reduces
the correlation between different pairs of the composite chan-
nel Hos. This composite channel Hos can be represented as
Hos = IRx(H ∗ ITx),
where ITx and IRx are 2N ×2M and 2P ×2N matrices that
are comprised of the interpolation matrices at both antennas at
the transmitter and receiver sides, respectively. It is worth re-
minding that the deterministic fractional delay is incorporated
in ITx.
C. Matrix Dimension Reduction and Power Normalization
Due to the interpolation stages involved at both transmitter
and receiver sides, the composite channel matrix Hos is of
larger dimensions than H. To downsize Hos with respect to H,
the composite channel is decomposed using SVD as Hos =
UosΣosVHos, and since H refers to a 2 × 2 MIMO channel
matrix, Uos and Vos only take the first two columns and rows,
respectively, in the sequel.
HR = Uos(: , 1 : 2)H Hos Vos(1 : 2 , :)H
The downsized channel HR must also be normalised with
respect to the initial channel H. The normalised channel is
then obtained as
HN = HR × ‖ H ‖2‖ HR ‖2 ,
where ‖ ‖ is the Frobenius norm.
Prior to downsizing, there are still some redundancy in
the channel matrix Hos. However, when the dimensions of
the channel is reduced, the residual small singular values
are removed, and, therefore, the condition number of the
channel HR witnessed by the receiver is improved. Overall,
the diversity enhancement of the virtual MIMO channel HN
is attributed to
• the introduction of deterministic fractional delay realised
though distinct interpolated pulse shapes,
• the higher order channel observed at the receiver due to
fractionally spaced equaliser and the elimination of the
residual singular values.
D. Precoding and Detection
As discussed in III-A and III-B, the virtual channel HN
benefits from enhanced diversity.
At the transmitter, in order to perform precoding, we do
SVD as HN = UNΣNVHN, and extract the first two columns
of VN to generate the precoding matrix denoted by W where
W = VN(: , 1 : 2). The precoding matrix is then subject to
power scaling since it must not violate the BS transmission
power constraint, i.e.,
W =
√
PBS × ρ×W,
where PBS is the BS transmit power and ρ is the power scaling
ratio. The precoded channel Heq is then defined as Heq =
HNW.
At the receiver side, minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
equaliser is exploited, which is defined as
FMMSE =
[
f1,1 f1,2
f2,1 f2,2
]
= HHeq(HeqH
H
eq + Φ + N0I)
−1,
(13)
where N0 is the noise power and Φ is the inter-cell interference
covariance matrix at the receiver denoted as Φ = E{vvH}
where v = [v1 v2]T .
7The SINR corresponding to data streams 1 and 2 are then
computed as
SINRReceivex1 =
|f1,1h1,1 + f1,2h2,1|2
Ix1 +N0(|f1,1|2+|f2,1|2)
,
SINRReceivex2 =
|f2,1h1,2 + f2,2h2,2|2
Ix2 +N0(|f1,2|2+|f2,2|2)
where Ix1 and Ix2 refer to the interferences at first
and second receive antennas, and are defined as
|f1,1h1,2 + f1,2h2,2|2 + E{|f1,1v1 + f1,2v2|2} and
|f2,1h1,1 + f2,2h2,1|2 + E{|f2,1v1 + f2,2v2|2}, respectively.
The transmitted data streams can be thus estimated using
FMMSE operating on the received signals as
sˆ[k] = FMMSE(UHosHos ∗ s[k]) (14)
Despite that ultra-dense small cell networks are assumed to
be interference limited, the DPST requirement for a receiver
to operate in an oversampled domain according to III-B can
give rise to the question of the oversampling impact on the
noise signal and accordingly on the overall performance. Note
that we have a band limited signal that is corrupted by thermal
and quantisation noise. However, oversampling only modifies
the quantisation noise, and does not alter any thermal noise
terms and hence the noise spectral density does not change.
E. Differentiation with Cyclic Delay Diversity
Cyclic delay diversity (CDD) [21] [22] [23] is known as a
diversity technique used in long term evolution (LTE) for spa-
tial multiplexing applications aiming to enhance the diversity
between different data streams. In CDD, different antennas
transmit a cyclically shifted version of the same signal to
achieve a diversity gain [24]. The cyclic shift in time domain
is equivalent to phase shift in frequency domain, and offers
the same impact as frequency diversity.
It is important to emphasise that DPST differs from CDD.
On the contrary to CDD, in DPST each antenna transmits its
own individual signal, which is modulated with a distinct pulse
shape and then transmitted with a fractional real delay with
respect to its former antenna, requiring to redesign the pre-
coder and the receiver. According to [25], in CDD, the signal
is not truly delayed, but cyclically shifted among the transmit
antennas. While it might be projected that the fractional delay
in time domain is translated into phase shift in frequency
domain, the functionality of DPTS is different from techniques
that aim to mitigate the correlation through phase rotation
precoding techniques [26]. Owing to the fractional delay and
interpolated pulse shaping, DPST injects deterministic ISI
in order to increase the diversity among different channel
pairs followed by an oversampled receiver to extract such
diversity. However, if the delay is an integral of symbol period
Ts, DPST can be interpreted as a variation of cyclic delay
diversity (CDD), which does not lead to spatial multiplexing
gain. The BS pulse shaping filter shapes the pulses so that
the zero-crossings at the output of the receiving filter take
place at integral multiples of Ts. Therefore, when sampling is
performed at integral multiples of Ts, only one pulse is non-
zero and the rest are zeros, complying with the original rule
of orthogonality.
It is also necessary to point out that while exploiting
antenna polarisation at the transmitter is an effective technique
in MIMO systems, it is usually limited to two transmit
antennas [27]. Conversely, DPST can be applied to larger
MIMO systems once the set of optimised fractional delays are
acquired and applied to the corresponding transmit antennas.
IV. OPTIMISATION OF DETERMINISTIC DELAY IN DPST
To optimise the deterministic delay, we suggest that the
performed FSE at the receiver is not considered as part of
DPST delay optimisation. FSE is integrated into the DPST
receiver design, and, therefore, is treated independently.
The optimisation aims to diagonalise the covariance matrix
Rx corresponding to the fractionally delayed interpolated pulse
shaped channels associated with both transmit antennas HTx,
i.e., a fully diagonal covariance matrix has only non-zero
elements on its main diagonal and the rest of its elements
are zero. Thinking in this line, the optimum delay aims to
maximise each of the diagonal elements of the Rx to 1, while
minimising all non-diagonal elements. As a matter of fact, the
optimisation attempts to jointly maximise the auto-correlation,
while minimising the cross-correlation of the transmit antennas
fractionally delayed interpolated pulse shaped channel covari-
ance matrix.
HTx,1 = H(: , 1) ∗ I(0)
=
[
h1,1
h2,1
]T
∗

I11(0) I12(0) · · · I1M (0)
I21(0) I22(0) · · · I2M (0)
...
...
. . .
...
IN1(0) IN2(0) · · · INM (0)

HTx,2 = H(: , 2) ∗ I(τ)
=
[
h1,2
h2,2
]T
∗

I11(τ) I12(τ) · · · I1M (τ)
I21(τ) I22(τ) · · · I2M (τ)
...
...
. . .
...
IN1(τ) IN2(τ) · · · INM (τ)

where the components of Inm(τ) are computed based on (10).
The corresponding covariance matrix is thus defined as
HTx =
[
HTx,1 HTx,2
]T
(15)
Rx(τ) = HTx HTx
T (16)
=

rx1,1(τ) rx1,2(τ) · · · rx1,P (τ)
rx2,1(τ) rx2,2(τ) · · · rx2,P (τ)
...
...
. . .
...
rxP,1(τ) rxP,2(τ) · · · rxP,P (τ)

8The optimisation problem can be formulated as
argmax rx,i,i = 1 ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., P
subject to
{
argmin rx,i,j ∀ i, j = 1, 2, ..., P i 6= j
τ < Ts
(17)
For antenna arrays of more than two antennas, the opti-
misation is modified since adjacent transmit antennas could
be subject to non-identical fractional delays. Consequently,
the optimisation becomes a multi-variate one that aims at
finding the Pareto set of fractional delays corresponding to
each transmit antenna that leads to the channel with least
correlation. In this case, (15) can be obtained as
HTx,u (u = 2,3,...,U) = H(: , u) ∗ I(τu)
HTx =
[
HTx,1 HTx,2 · · · HTx,K
]T
where τu refers to the fractional delay imposed to the trans-
mission of uth transmit antenna and U is the total number of
transmit antennas.
Note that an optimum delay will result in a channel, whose
singular values all exist within the interval [1− , 1+] where
 ∈ (0, 1). This is a hard problem since it involves SVD as one
of the steps and we cannot find a polynomial to formulate the
problem. Moreover, since an existing NP-complete problem
cannot be encoded into this, we can conclude that this is
an NP hard problem. Considering that this is an NP hard
problem, there is no efficient, general purpose methods [28]
[29] that can be exploited. Since the fractional delay τ is a one
dimensional element and is bounded by cyclic prefix duration,
an exhaustive search over discrete values of τ can provide us
with a reasonably accurate estimate.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider a single tier hexagonal layout consisting of
seven small cell BSs in a 500m×500m scenario with different
ISDs to observe the impact of DPST on various degrees of
network densification. The central cell is designated as the
serving cell and the remaining six cells are considered as
interferers. We only consider downlink communication and
assume that all the small cell BSs operate in the 2 GHz
band. Macrocell BSs are assumed to operate in a different
frequency band and are not considered in this performance
evaluation. To capture the enhanced spatial correlation due to
densification, we take into account the ISDs of 20 m, 50 m
and 100 m. Each small cell consists of an array of two and
four transmit antennas, and only serves a single UE in one
frequency resource. The UE also has two and four antennas,
thus forming 2×2 and 4×4 MIMO systems, respectively. We
assume a fixed spacing of half wavelength between antenna
elements of both arrays at UE and BS. The input signal
consists of 10 samples with an oversampling ratio of 2. We
concentrate on a single frequency resource case, and antenna
gain, path loss, lognormal shadowing and multi-path Rician
fast fading are included in SINR computation. The path loss
model that is used is the microcell urban model defined in [30],
which includes both the LOS and NLOS components. At the
receiver, MMSE receive filter is used. Note that closed-loop
precoding is considered.
In the following, we first show how spatial correlation as
a result of densification degrades the effective SINR and UE
throughput. We then provide the simulation results for DPST,
and show how it can considerably enhance the effective SINR
as well the UE throughput.
A. Performance Degradation versus Densification
To show the performance degradation due to densification,
we compare the effective SINR and UE throughput CDFs of
2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems under both uncorrelated
and correlated multi-path fading channel conditions. When
considering uncorrelated multi-path channel, the channel taps
are Rayleigh distributed, while for correlated scenarios, the
channel model presented in Section II is used, which captures
the impacts of UE-BS distance and the spacing between
antenna elements on spatial correlation.
Fig. 3(a) compares the effective SINR CDF of a 2 × 2
MIMO system when using uncorrelated and correlated multi-
path fading channels at different ISDs. When considering
uncorrelated scenarios, it can be observed that the SINR CDF
worsens with the lower ISD. This is because the path loss
of interfering signals transit from NLOS to LOS interference
with the densification, and therefore, the interference grows
faster than the carrier signal [31]. When considering correlated
channel scenarios, the SINR CDF further worsens since a new
degree of channel correlation is introduced through the multi-
path domain resulting in an ill-conditioned channel. At ISDs
of 20 m, 50 m and 100 m, the difference in 50%-tile effective
SINR between the uncorrelated and correlated scenarios is
about 4 dB, 4.85 dB and 6.3 dB, respectively. Worth noting
that as network becomes denser, the difference in 50%-
tile effective SINR between the uncorrelated and correlated
channels decreases. This is because at very low ISDs, the
LOS path loss dominates the SINR and hence the impact
of spatial correlation and consequently the multi-path fading
becomes more trivial. Fig. 3(b) presents a similar comparison
in terms of UE throughput CDF of uncorrelated and correlated
channels. At ISDs of 20 m, 50 m and 100 m the gain of
the 50%-tile UE throughput from uncorrelated to correlated
scenarios is about 1.92x, 1.78x and 1.65x, respectively.
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the same performance comparisons
for a 4×4 MIMO system, which can potentially take advantage
of upper bound of 4 in terms of the channel degrees of
freedom. In terms of effective SINR, at ISDs of 20 m, 50 m
and 100 m, the difference at 50%-tile effective SINR between
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Fig. 3: SINR and throughput CDFs comparison of correlated
and Rayleigh channels for a 2x2 MIMO.
the uncorrelated and correlated systems is about 4.5 dB, 6.8 dB
and 10.45 dB, respectively. In terms of UE throughput, at
ISDs of 20 m, 50 m and 100 m the gain of the 50%-tile
UE throughput from uncorrelated to correlated scenarios is
about 3.4x, 3.05x and 1.96x, respectively. It is worth noting
that as the dimension of the MIMO system increases, due to
the channel higher degrees of freedom, the uncorrelated over
correlated gain increases.
B. Performance Enhancement by DPST
It was shown that the reinforced spatial correlation due to
network densification significantly lowers the effective SINR
and UE throughput. Indeed, it was realised that when channel
suffers from larger correlation due to discussed causes, the UE
receiver is only able to decode the data stream transmitted by
the first transmit antenna and fails to decode the data streams
sent by the remaining antennas.
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Fig. 4: SINR and throughput CDFs comparison of correlated
and Rayleigh channels for a 4x4 MIMO.
In the sequel, DPST is applied to the correlated channel pre-
sented in Section II to perceive how enhanced diversity among
channel pairs (as an outcome of increased ISI due to fractional
delay and oversampled receiver) impacts the channel condition
number from the receiver perspective. Note that in DPST each
transmit antenna is subject to a specific fractional delay with
respect to its former one, which is determined according to
Section IV. As discussed, the optimisation seeks to get the
Pareto set of fractional deterministic delays corresponding
to each transmit antenna that results in the least correlated
effective channel. In the 2× 2 MIMO, the optimum fractional
delay is 0.5 nsec, whereas in the 4 × 4 MIMO the optimum
Pareto set of fractional delays is [0.25 nsec, 0.45 nsec, 1.5
nsec] applied to second, third and forth transmit antennas.
Furthermore, the performance of DPST is also compared with
respect to the optimistic channel, which benefits from channel
condition number (K) equals to 1. This refers to the optimal
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Fig. 5: Impact of optimum and non-optimum delays on UE
throughput CDF.
channel condition where all the channels are orthogonal, and
hence the UE throughput can be enhanced by the minimum
number of transmit/receiver antennas.
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) compare the effective SINR and UE
throughput CDFs for a 2 × 2 MIMO system where DPST
is applied to the correlated channel. Results show that at all
tested ISDs, DPST can significantly improve the effective
SINR and UE throughput with respect to the case of no
DPST, offering a very close to optimal performance. The
attained 50%-tile SINR improvement by DPST with respect to
correlated scenario – where no DPST is applied – at ISDs of
20 m, 50 m and 100 m is about 6.7 dB, 10.2 dB and 13.6 dB,
respectively. At all respective ISDs, DPST performance is only
about 0.14 dB away from the optimum performance.
Note that this significant performance enhancement by
DPST is because through the optimisation of deterministic
delay, DPST is able to lower the condition number of the
virtual channel as close as possible to 1. Accordingly, DPST
is also able to boost the UE throughput by almost 1.93x
at all respective ISDs, which is less than 1.03 away from
optimum performance. This implies that even at very low
ISDs, where the channel struggles with a high degree of spatial
correlation, DPST remarkably enhances the UE throughput
through lowering the channel condition number. Note that
the choice of optimum delay plays a key role in DPST
performance. Fig. 5 shows that in a 2× 2 MIMO system and
at ISDs of 20 m, 50 m and 100 m, the optimum delay boosts
the UE throughput by 1.95x, 1.86x, 1.4x with respect to non-
optimum delay of 1.3 nsec.
Similarly, Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) compare the performances
of a 4 × 4 MIMO system. Likewise, DPST enhances the
effective SINR and UE throughput. In more detail, at ISDs
of 20 m, 50 m and 100 m, DPST enhances the 50%-tile
wideband SINR with respect to the correlated channel by
9.6 dB, 12.6 dB and 14.8 dB, respectively. However, the extent
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Fig. 6: SINR and throughput CDFs comparison of correlated,
DPST and optimum channel conditions for a 2x2 MIMO.
of improvement with respect to optimum scenario (K = 1)
differs from that of the 2 × 2 MIMO system. Performance
from the optimum is about 0.15 dB, 0.8 dB and 1 dB away
at respective ISDs. In terms of the UE throughput, it can
perceived that UE throughput is enhanced by about 3.76x
when DPST is exploited and the difference between DPST
and optimum scenarios at all ISDs is about 1.13x.
Table II summarizes the rank and condition number of
different channel scenarios. Beware that DPST refers to the
virtual channel attained after applying DPST with optimum
deterministic fractional delay to the correlated channel. Also,
it must be stated that the condition number is obtained over an
average of 10000 different realisations of the channel type. As
shown in table II, the system performance when the DPST is
used outperforms that of the Rayleigh channel. While Rayleigh
channel offers a well conditioned channel, it is still far from
the optimal channel (condition numbers of 4.45 and 9.35 for
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Fig. 7: SINR and throughput CDFs comparison of correlated,
DPST and optimum channel conditions for a 4x4 MIMO.
TABLE II: Performance comparison under different channel
condition
Channel Status Channel Rank Channel Condition Number
LOS channel (Default) 1 ∞
2 × 2 Rayleigh 2 4.45
2 × 2 DPST 2 1.31
2 × 2 Optimum 2 1
4 × 4 Rayleigh 4 9.35
4 × 4 DPST 4 1.42
4 × 4 Optimum 4 1
2× 2 and 4× 4 MIMO systems, respectively). In contrast, the
combined effects of the i) optimised deterministic fractional
delay interpolated with sinc pulse shaping and the ii) the
oversampled receiver helps DPST to forcefully converge to
a virtual channel with a condition number of close to 1. Note
that this capacity boost will also enhance the energy efficiency
of the network, since it allows to transmit more bits at the same
energy consumption rate.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed that in ultra-dense small cell
networks, the presence of spatial channel correlation is an
obstacle to achieve spatial multiplexing gain. We presented a
model for the channel correlation, which captures the effects of
both UE-BS distance and antenna spacing as the main sources
of spatial correlation. We proposed a new technique referred
to as diversity pulse shaped transmission (DPST), which
modulates the transmission of adjacent antennas with distinct
interpolated shaped pulses that are offset by a deterministic
delay (which is a fraction of symbol period). At the receiver
side, DPST takes advantage of fractionally spaced equaliser
(FSE) that operates in the oversampled domain. The combined
effect of DPST and FSE is able to significantly enhance
the diversity among the channel pairs, and thus generates a
virtual channel with reduced correlation among its pairs from
the receiver perspective. We studied the performance of the
proposed technique under MMSE criteria, and compared it
with existing 2×2 and 4×4 MIMO cellular configurations. We
showed that DPST can enhance the UE throughput by 1.93x
and 3.76x in 2×2 and 4×4 MIMO systems, respectively. As
part of future research, we will analyse the energy efficiency
of ultra-dense small cell networks while applying DPST.
APPENDIX
We consider a MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr
receive antennas with corresponding antenna spacings of dt
and dr, respectively. It was discussed in section (II) that the
correlated Rician channel can be decomposed to LOS and
NLOS matrices. Considering the correlated NLOS MIMO
channel, the degree of spatial correlation between any two
transmit-receive pair in a Nr ×Nt MIMO is computed as
ρij,pq =
E[hi,jh
∗
p,q]√
E[hi,jh∗i,j ]E[hp,qh∗p,q]
{
i,p = 1, 2, ..., Nr
j,q = 1, 2, ..., Nt
(18)
where hi,j is the channel from jth transmit antenna to ith
receive antenna and E refers to the expectation operation.
For sake of clarity, we only consider a 2×2 MIMO system
in this paper. The channel matrix in a 2×2 MIMO is given by
H =
[
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)
]
From (18), the spatial correlation coefficient between chan-
nel pairs, h1,1 and h2,2 is
ρ11,22 =
E[h1,1h
∗
2,2]√
E[h1,1h∗1,1]E[h2,2h
∗
2,2]
To derive the correlation coefficient as a function of antenna
spacing, we model the channel gains as the ratio of received
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output voltage vout to the transmitted input voltage vin.
Noteworthy that the transmitted input voltage is assumed
identical for all transmit antennas [32].
[
vout,1(t)
vout,2(t)
]
=
[
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)
]
∗
[
vin(t)
vin(t)
]
[
vout,1(t)
vout,2(t)
]
=
[
vout,1,1(t) + vout,1,2(t)
vout,2,1(t) + vout,2,2(t)
]
vout(t) = H(t)vin(t)
where vout,i,j refers to the signal received by ith receive an-
tenna from jth transmit antenna, respectively. The correlation
coefficient between h1,1 and h2,2 is therefore written as
ρ11,22 =
E[vout,1,1v
∗
out,2,2]√
E[vout,1,1v∗out,1,1]E[vout,2,2v
∗
out,2,2]
(19)
For simplicity, we only compute the numerator of (19)
reminding that its denominator can be derived in the same
way. Considering that electric voltage can be computed as the
integral of electric field over the path taken, the numerator of
(19) is written as
E[vout,1,1v
∗
out,2,2] = E[[
−1
I
∫ 2pi
0
∫ l
0
I(z)(
∫ 2pi
0
e1(φ)dφ)
E1(ϕ)dzdϕ][
−1
I
∫ 2pi
0
∫ l
0
I(z)(
∫ 2pi
0
e2(φ)dφ)E2(ϕ)dzdϕ]
∗]
= (
−1
I2
)[
∫ l
0
∫ l
0
I(z)I∗(z)dzE[(
∫ 2pi
0
e1(φ)dφ
∫ 2pi
0
e∗2(φ)dφ
∗)
(
∫ 2pi
0
E1(ϕ)dϕ
∫ 2pi
0
E2(ϕ
′
)dϕ
′
)]dz∗]
where I is the induced current in the antennas, E1 and E2 refer
to incident fields at the receive antennas and e1 and e2 are the
far fields generated by the transmit antennas. ϕ and φ also
denote the angle of departure (AoD) from transmit antennas
and angle of arrival (AoA) at receive antennas, respectively.
Due to different spatial locations of the antennas, e2(φ)
and E2(ϕ) are modelled as e0ejdtcos(φ) and E0ejdrcos(ϕ),
respectively, where e1(φ) = e0 and E1(ϕ) = E0. Note that
e0 and E0 follow Rayleigh distribution.
E[vout,1,1v
∗
out,2,2] = (
−1
I2
)[
∫ l
0
∫ l
0
I(z)I∗(z)dzdz∗]E[(
∫ 2pi
0
e0
∫ 2pi
0
e0e
jdtcos(φ
∗)dφ∗)(
∫ 2pi
0
E0
∫ 2pi
0
E0e
jdrcos(ϕ
′
)dϕ
′
)]
= (
−1
I2
)[
∫ l
0
∫ l
0
I(z)I∗(z)dzdz∗]E[
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
e20E
2
0e
jdtcos(φ
∗)
dφ∗ejdrcos(ϕ
′
)dϕ
′
]
Intuitively, the two inner integrals represent the auto-
correlation functions of the two Rayleigh distributed variables,
e0 and E0. Provided that the auto-correlation function of
Rayleigh distribution can be modelled by Bessel function, it
follows that
E[vout,1,1v
∗
out,2,2] = (
−1
I2
)[
∫ l
0
∫ l
0
I(z)I∗(z)dzdz∗]
J0(2pidt)J0(2pidr)
where J0 is the zero order first kind Bessel function. The
denominator of (19) can be expanded likewise, and, therefore,
it can be shown that the correlation coefficient between any
two channel pairs in a MIMO system with Nt and Nr transmit
and receive antennas spaced by dt and dr can be computed as
ρij,pq = J0(2pidt|q−j|)J0(2pidr|p−i|)
{
i,p = 1, 2, ..., Nr
j,q = 1, 2, ..., Nt
where || denotes the absolute operation. Having computed
the correlation coefficient between any two channel pairs, the
transmit and receive correlation matrices respectively denoted
by RT and RR are derived, which take into account the impact
of antenna spacing. This is used to determine the correlated
channel model in (4) that considers both the UE-BS distance
and antenna spacing.
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